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ABSTRAK 
Karya tulis ini bertujuan untuk menganalisis ketidakpuasan pembaca dan penonton pada 
film Dear John. Film ini diadaptasi dari sebuah novel berjudul Dear John karya Nicholas Sparks. 
Film ini dibuat dengan ending yang berbeda dari naskah aslinya. Hal ini yang membuat penonton 
merasa kecewa dan tidak puas dengan film nya. Karya tulis ini dikaji dengan menggunakan 
pendekatan Reader Response. Karya ilmiah ini menggunakan deskriptif kualitatif. Peneliti 
mendapatkan data dari novel meliputi narasi, monolog dan dialog. Teknik pengumpulan data dengan 
cara membaca berulang-ulang, membuat catatan kecil, memahami kata-kata penting, menyusun 
data, menyeleksi data, dan membuat kesimpulan. Teknik data analisis adalah deskriptif interaktif 
yang terdiri dari tiga prosedur, yaitu: data reduction, data display, and conclusion. Hasil dari 
penelitian ini menunjukkan: 1) dominan isu dari data yang dianalisis yang meliputi acting dari 
pemain, plot atau jalan cerita, pesan moral, tema, dan soundtrack film, 2) background dari pembaca 
yang meliputi Negara asal dan tahun respon, 3) jenis kelamin dari pembaca atau penonton, dan 4) 
perbedaan antara novel dan film. 
Kata kunci: dominant issue, gender, background, satisfactory, Dear John movie, reader response 
ABSTRACT 
This research aims to analyze the dissatisfaction of the readers and reviewers about Dear 
John movie. This movie is adapted from Dear John novel written by Nicholas Sparks. The movie 
has a different ending with the novel. It makes the readers and reviewers feel disappointed with the 
movie. This research employs reader response approach. The type of this research is descriptive 
qualitative. The researcher gets the data from the novel, includes the narration, monologue, and 
dialogue. The techniques of collecting the data are note taking which takes only the point of the 
source. The technique of data analysis is descriptive interactive which comprises three procedures, 
namely: data reduction, data display, and conclusion. The results show the following conclusions: 
the dominant issues of the movie include the acting of player, plot or story, message, theme, and 
soundtrack of the movie; the background of the readers and reviewers includes country, year of 
response, and gender of the readers and reviewers, and there are differences between the novel and 
the movie.  




Film is a visual form of dominant mass communication because it is able to 
reach many social segments, as well as having the potential to affect the audience. 
This is because the contents of the message brought by the film can influence and 
shape society based on a story brought behind the film and not vice-versa. The 
content of the film is a record reality that grows and develops in the community 
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and then project it to go back in the direction the big screen. The film as a 
representation of reality society where, the film is a portrait of the reality of a 
society in which the film was made and brought back in shaping reality of a 
society based on the codes, conventions, and the ideology of culture wide. 
(Irawanto, 1999:14). 
Nowadays, there are so many books adapted to movie, but certainly they 
have changed. The film director intentionally changed the movie because he or she 
had different point of view. Watching film can make the viewers easier to 
understand what the film director is going to convey with no longer thought, while 
reading books we should understand whether it use metaphor words or not. The 
books with metaphor words are more difficult to understand because we have to 
know what are the real meaning or the message which want to be extended by the 
writer.  Yet film is also limited: for one thing, there are no time constraints on a 
novel, while a film must generally compress events into two hours or so. For 
another, the meaning of a novel is controlled by only one person (the author) while 
the meaning we get from a film is the result of a collaborative effort by a large 
number of people. Film also does not allow us the same freedom a novel does to 
interact with the plot or character by imagining them in our minds. For some 
viewers, this is often the most frustrating aspect of turning a novel into a film. 
One of those novels adapted to movie is Dear John. It is adapted from Dear 
John novel written by Nicholas Sparks. Nicholas Charles Sparks (born December 
31, 1965) is an American writer and novelist. He has published eighteen novels 
and two non-fiction books. Several of his novels have become international 
bestsellers, and ten of his romantic novels have been adapted to film with 
multimillion-dollar box office grosses; however, none of the film adaptations have 
been critically well received. 
Three people analyze Dear John movie. Okti Ermawati who comes from 
Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta in 2013 delivers the first research. She 
focuses on John’s big heart that analyzed by psychoanalytic approach. The second 
research is Rohana who comes from University of Sumatra Utara, 2011). She 
focuses on the major character conflicts in Dear John novel. Then, Esa Yolanda 
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who comes from UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta in 2012 writes the third 
research. She focuses to analyze the stylistics in Dear John novel. 
In this paper, I explain this movie by using reader response approach. It 
consists of the dominant issues of the movie, such as the acting of player, plot or 
story, message, theme, and soundtrack of the movie, the background of the readers 
and reviewers, includes country and year of response,  the gender of the readers and 
reviewers, and the differentiate between the novel and the movie. 
2. Object of the Study 
There are two types of research objects. They are formal object and material 
object. The formal object, the researcher takes how is the reader response to 
Nicholas Sparks’ Dear John movie (2010) that directed by Lasse Hallstrom. The 
material object, the researcher takes from the reviewer’s response to Dear John 
movie from Internet Movie Database (IMDb) and that movie itself. Reviewer is a 
person who reviews the story of the film in IMDb (Internet Movie Database). 
Internet Movie Database is an online database of information related to films, 
television programs, and video games, including east, production crew, fictional 
characters, biographies, plot summaries, trivia and reviews. The Internet Movie 
Database is not just an important source of movie information and cast lists; it is 
also the place where more than 65.000 actors and crewmembers post their resumes 
and photos in IMDb. It was launched in 1990 by professional computer 
programmer Col Needham, the company was incorporated in the UK as Internet 
Movie Database Ltd in 1996. Then it becomes bigger and more popular. The design 
now looks somewhat old fashioned, especially compared with graphic-laden movie 
site. There are 181 reviewers of Dear John movie in IMDb; they come from many 
different countries, such as United States, Canada, United Kingdom, Australia, 
Singapore, and so on even our country, Indonesia. There are ninty-nine male 
responses, fifty-seven female responses, and twenty-five unidentified responses. 
The reviewers give their response about the acting, character and characterization, 




3. Notion of Reader Response 
Reader response is focusing on how readers make knowledge when reading 
text. A text can be of any genre-short story, novel, poem, movie script, etc. 
According to Davis (2002: 51), the reader expresses the responses based on their 
ways “Reader response devotes considerable attention to the act of reading itself, 
particularly in terms of the many different ways in which readers respond to 
literary texts”. It means that the readers focus on what they read and understand 
the reading process itself for exploring the literary works in the production of the 
meaning. Reader response theories bring the reader into focus in the reading 
process. 
Richard Beach (1993: 06) stated that the readers express their responses 
based on their emotion, what they feel when facing their difficulty in 
understanding the literary works. “To corporate or verify their opinion with others, 
to build a social relationship through sharing responses or to clarify their 
attitudes”. From the quotation above, it explains that reader response theory has 
many different aims. It can be shown from the feeling of the reader that they can 
express what their feeling to explore what their difficulty in understanding the 
different thing. Surely, the reader has many different opinions about what they 
feel.  
 
4. Notion of Ecranisation 
Ecranisation or that usually called film adaptation is the transfer of a 
written work to film. It is recognized as a type of derivative work. Whether 
adhering strictly to the source material or interpreting concepts derived from the 
original work, adaptation are necessarily extensions or interpretations of the 
original story. These interpretations can augment or detract from the original work. 
Adaptation of any kind is often described as deeply problematic; it is a real 
and common phenomenon that nevertheless constitutes a problem. In the 
transference of a story from one form to another, there is the basic question of 
adherence to the source, of what can be lost. The early writings about the 
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relationship between literature and film are valuable in identifying some of the 
core issues at the heart of the adaptation process. 
Adaptation refers either to the act of adapting, to the state of being adapted, 
or the result produced by the adaptation of something. In film, adaptation is seen 
as the process of adapting a book or a play onto screen. A common form of film 
adaptation is the use of a novel as the basis of a feature film, but film adaptation 
includes the use of non-fiction, autobiography, comic book, scripture, plays, and 
even other films. From the earliest days of cinema, adaptation has been nearly as 
common as the development of original screenplays. Adaptation may certainly be 
seen as “an interpretation, involving at least one person’s reading of a text, choices 
about what elements to transfer, and decisions about how to actualize these 
elements in a medium of image and sound”. 
 
5. Research Method 
This research is using descriptive qualitative which use technique of 
searching, collecting, classifying, analyzing, interpreting and drawing the 
conclusion. The object of this study are divided into two, formal and material 
object. The formal object about how is the reader response to Nicholas Sparks’ 
Dear John movie (2010) directed by Lasse Hallstrom. The material object is taken 
from Internet Movie Database (IMDb) and that movie itself. The type of the data is 
the words, phrases, and sentences in the Dear John movie. The technique of the 
data are non-participant observation and note taking. The technique of data 
analysis is using qualitative analysis. 
 
 
6. Finding And Discussion 
6.1 Dominant Issues 
No. Dominant Issue 
Number 
Favor Unfavor 
1. The acting of the player 37 30 
2. The plot or the story 36 72 
3. The message of the story 3 - 
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4. The themes of the movie 1 - 
5. The soundtrack of the movie 1 1 
Total 181 
 
The first dominant issue is talking about the acting of the characters on 
the movie, especially the main character, John and Savannah. Besides of the 
acting, this issue also talks about the character and characterization. There 
were twenty-four responses about the acting and forty-two responses about 
character and characterization. Among twenty-four responses about the acting, 
fourteen of them were positive responses and ten negative responses. The 
response number of plot or story is one hundred and eight. The response of 
message is three posted. There is only one response on the theme of the movie 
and the last two responses for soundtrack. 




















































































































The most response happens in 2010. It shows 119 responses. It comes 
from every country with positive and negative responses. It also gives 
response in acting side, plot/story, character and characterization, message, 
theme soundtrack, romantic, and the ending of the story. The second comes 
from Canada with sixteen responses. It happens from 2010 until 2015.The 
response also showed in percentage. In range between 100%, male response 
shows 54.7%, female response shows 31.5% and unidentified response gets 
the rest, 13.8% are favor and unfavor response too. 
 
6.3 Gender of the Reviewers 
No. Gender  Favor  Unfavor  Total  
1. Male 36         19.9% 63        34.8% 99/54.7% 
2. Female 28         15.5% 29        16% 57/31.5% 
3. Unidentified   14          7.8% 11         Six% 25/13.8% 
Total 181/100% 
 
Like and dislike responses based on gender are divided into three, male, 
female and unidentified gender. Male responses are ninety-nine responses. 
The positive responses are thirty-six and the negative responses are sixty-
three. The most reasons of giving positive responses are the acting of player 
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was good, the story was amazing and the movie was romantic. They love the 
way Amanda Seyfried and Channing Tatum showed their great chemistry. 
There were fifty-seven female responses. Twenty-eight of them were positive, 
and the rest were negative. The rest were the responses of unidentified gender. 
Fourteen of them were positive and eleven responses were negative. Based on 
the data, the highest percentage is from male gender about 54.7%, and female 
gender is about 31.5%, and unidentified gender is about 13.8%. 
 
6.4 The Differentiate between Novel and Movie 
No. Aspects  Novel  Movie  
1. Character  
 Alan  
 
In the novel, Alan is 
Tim’s son. 
 
In the movie, Alan 
is Tim’s nephew. 






 Savannah  
 
 John in the novel 
could bring the 
reader to the 
story of the 
novel. 
 Savannah in the 
novel could 
bring the reader 
to the story of 
the novel. 
 
 John in the 
movie was 
little bit miss 
the part of 
chemistry with 
Savannah. 
 Savannah in 
the movie was 
little bit miss 
the part of 
chemistry with 
John. 
3. Ending  Sad ending Happy ending 
 
The comparison between Dear John novel and movie is found some 
differences. The first is about the character. Dear John movie version tells that 
Alan is Tim’s son, while in the movie Alan is Tim’s nephew. And the second 
differentiation was shown in the relationship between John and Savannah. It 
was totally different. The novel could bring the reader into the story of the 
novel; while the move was little bit miss this part of chemistry. Simple but 
made a real differentiation. And the last difference is about the ending. The 
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Dear John novel has sad ending, while Dear John movie has happy ending. 
This differentiation makes the reviewers favor and unfavor about the movie. 
7. Conclusion 
This research paper is about the viewers of Dear John movie 
response. The numbers of responses are one hundred and eighty-one. Those 
responses are male, female and unidentified viewers from many countries in 
this world. The most responses come from United States which contains Ohio, 
New York, Alabama, Florida, Texas, California, Los Angeles, San Diego, and 
Tennessee. Those responses start from 2010 until 2015. The most responses 
come on 2010 with one hundred and nineteen responses. 
The first is talking about dominant issue. It contains of the acting of 
the characters on the movie, especially the main character, John and 
Savannah. Besides of the acting, this issue also talks about the character and 
characterization. There were twenty-four responses about the acting and forty-
two responses about character and characterization. Among twenty-four 
responses about the acting, fourteen of them were positive responses and ten 
negative responses. The response number of plot or story is one hundred and 
eight. The response of message is three posted. There is only one response on 
the theme of the movie and the last two responses for soundtrack. 
The reasons why did they give positive responses were because they 
loved romantic movie. The acting of Channing Tatum and Amanda Seyfried 
was also great. In the other side, they gave negative responses because they 
did not like the ending which was totally different with the novel. The plot 
was also monotony and made the reviewers sleepy while watching.  
The second aspect is background of the reviewers. The most response 
happens in 2010. It shows 119 responses. It comes from every country with 
positive and negative responses. It also gives response in acting side, 
plot/story, character and characterization, message, theme soundtrack, 
romantic, and the ending of the story. The second comes from Canada with 
sixteen responses. It happens from 2010 until 2015. 
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There are several countries which give only one contribution in 
response. They do not know yet that they can use it to leave their comment 
about a movie. They also do not know how to use it. Those are two basic 
reasons of this case. 
The most response happens in 2010. It shows 119 responses. It comes 
from every country with positive and negative responses. It also gives 
response in acting side, plot/story, character and characterization, message, 
theme soundtrack, romantic, and the ending of the story. 
The third is about gender of reviewers. The responses based on gender 
are divided into three, male, female and unidentified gender. Male responses 
are ninety-nine responses. The positive responses are thirty-six and the 
negative responses are sixty-three. The most reasons of giving positive 
responses are the acting of player was good, the story was amazing and the 
movie was romantic. They love the way Amanda Seyfried and Channing 
Tatum showed their great chemistry. There were fifty-seven female responses. 
Twenty-eight of them were positive, and the rest were negative. The rest were 
the responses of unidentified gender. Fourteen of them were positive and 
eleven responses were negative. Based on the data, the highest percentage is 
from male gender about 54.Seven%, and female gender is about 31.Five%, 
and unidentified gender is about 13.Eight%. 
The last but not least is talking about the comparison between Dear John 
novel and movie is on their ending. The Dear John novel has sad ending, 
while Dear John movie has happy ending. This differentiation makes the 
reviewers favor and unfavor about the movie. The second is about the 
character. Dear John movie version tells that Alan is Tim’s son, while in the 
movie Alan is Tim’s nephew. And the last differentiation was shown in the 
relationship between John and Savannah. It was totally different. The novel 
could bring the reader into the story of the novel; while the move was little bit 
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